2000 ford ranger problems

Not that big of a deal really. The car locked up on me. First the ABS light went off, then the
speedometer stopped working, then check engine light came on, then transmission shifted
randomly slamming into first going 40 MPH. Then the truck went into safety mode, where it
wouldn't go out of first. I made it home, put it on my jacks and ran the codes. It said it was
coming from the back of the tranny so I took a look and took apart a couple things. My friend
told me to check the Speedo-Sensor and that was exactly it. The thing was completely fried. Not
too bad. Just plugged it in and I was back and running. It could've been worse I guess if I didn't
know how to do it. I still love this truck and would classify this as maintenance because
eventually things will wear down. The delayed shifting is an issue where it will jerk sometimes.
The Oil Pan gasket is shot now and that will run into money. The issue is in the beginning when
the truck had less than 30K miles the Ford company did not do a freaking thing but just make
excuses and say they have test driven it and hooked it up to their no good computer to test it. I
do not pull things or load it up it's a regular truck just for driving. This makes me wish I had a
honda or toyota where I could drive the piss out of it and have no issues. Beware of any
transmission shops. Do your homework, call a few, if they will not take the time to spend with
you then they are trying to screw you anyway. A transmission is one of those things that people
just do not think about til something goes wrong. I get 's of compliments on the Ranger because
of the shape I have maintained it in but this is no Rolles Royce!! Even when I have taken care of
it. I have had the fluid drained more times than I can remember several times at least, I guess
not bad for 9 year old vehicle. I just wish they made a more reliable product and stood behind it.
It is no wonder they were losing their ass at FORD! Again I am not Anti American I am as red
white and blue as they make em but I like any other American want value and reliability for the
dollar. This creates a trust factor and people come back vs. They should treat people the way
they would like to be treated. Transmissions can get crazy with money. They have you by the
balls because once it is pulled that is at least dollars to just look if they did not do anything.
There was a leak on oilpan gasket and I thought it was the transmission, thisis why I brought it
in. They mentioned it was the oil pan gasket. I guess they could have just told me it was that
and been done with it but I asked them to go ahead, it probably needs service before the damn
thing goes down the tubes then it would be 3K and more than what the damn thing is worth
Truck to repair it. Biggest con-They will be quick to always tell you, "Whatever it is it is cheaper
than a new car" that is bullcrap, it is not about that it should be about only what needs to be
done period, comes down to trust again. I have also went through a set of ball joints and two
sets of brakes as well on this thing. I do not drive like a bat out of hell so this too was surprising
as I was thinking man, I could imagine if I drove like a raving maniac what the deal would be. I
hope this helps you. Service it and do not use it to pull bulldozers and that should help. Good
Luck, Mike. Just experianced problem with truck shifting hard. Took it to Gateway Tire and they
put it on their diagnostic machine and they tell me to see dealer as Lincolns have this problem?
I have had this problem for like 3 weeks. My transmission was slow to change it waits as long as
possible to change and most all the time jerks really bad on the change. It's an automatic.
Anyway I figured this was an electrical problem because the overdrive off light keeps flashing
on and off and this does affect the driving performance of the truck And lastly if you floor the
gas pedal there is like a "rev rev rev rev rev" noise and it stutters to change gears. Well can
anyone help diagnose my problem? Thanks, Adam. If you have a for-profit service, contact us.
Most Common Solutions: not sure 2 reports having service on the transmission 1 reports
replaced the speedo-sensor 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on
Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site
for this Ranger problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Ford mechanic Read reviews of repair
shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add
Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.
Green indicator light on switch will not illuminate. Turn the 4x4 switch on and nothing happens,
no lights, nothing. The motor on t-case never moves. I removed the motor and manually
engaged 4x4 and it works fine. I can take a test light and get no power at the motor or the dash
mounted switch. I can ground my test light and get nothingat the switch, but I can connect the
lead to a power source and get a ground at 3 of the wires on the switch. The white wire with
green stripe is open both ways I check it. The fuse is good and I even replaced the module with
a new unit and that didn't help. I'm at the end of my rope, please help! Do you. Attached is a
wiring schematic of the transfer circuit. The power supply is from the GEM. Get a diagnostic
scan done to see if there are any trouble codes. You mentioned replacing the module, which
module are you referring to? Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. BB are not listed in the
diagnostic list, reconfirm code is correct. Here are the troubleshooting procedures for the other
codes. Symptoms indicate a more likely wiring fault somewhere. Connect NGS tester. Depress
clutch pedal, if applicable. If values agree, go to next step. If values do not agree, diagnose

ignition switch and circuits. Clear continuous DTCs. Retrieve on-demand DTCs. If DTCs are
retrieved, go to appropriate step s. Clear DTCs and retest. If no DTCs are retrieved, go to next
step. If 4X4 LOW indicator light is not operating, go to step 9. If 4X4 LOW indicator light
illuminates, and then turns off, system is operating correctly. If indicator light does not
illuminate, and then turn off, and scan tool displays ON-B-, go to step Disconnect GEM pin
connector and instrument cluster. See Fig. If resistance is less than 5 ohms, go to next step.
Clear DTCs and retest system. Check Instrument Cluster Turn ignition on, engine off. Connect
jumper wire between ground and terminal No. If 4X4 LOW indicator light illuminates, go to next
step. If 4X4 LOW indicator light does not illuminate, check condition of indicator light bulb. If
bulb is okay, repair or replace instrument cluster printed circuit. Disconnect instrument cluster
connector C Using ohmmeter, measure resistance of Gray wire between terminal No. If
resistance is not less than 5 ohms, repair open in Gray wire. If bulbs are okay, repair or replace
instrument cluster printed circuit. Disconnect GEM pin harness connector and instrument
cluster connector C Turn ignition on, engine off. If voltage is 10 not more than volts, go to next
step. If voltage is present, repair short to voltage in Gray wire. If voltage is not present, go to
next step. Disconnect and reconnect battery to clear these DTCs. Perform GEM self-test.
Retrieve DTCs. If DTCs are retrieved, go to appropriate test step s. If 4X4 LOW indicator light
illuminates, and then turns off, go to next step. Check 4X4 Mode Switch Turn ignition on, engine
off. Place mode switch in 2WD position. Place mode switch in 4X4 LOW position. Disconnect
4X4 mode switch connector. Using ohmmeter, measure resistance between center 2 terminals
No. If resistance is ohms, go to next step. If resistance is not ohms, replace mode switch.
Measure resistance between center 2 terminals No. Disconnect GEM pin connector. If voltage is
not present, replace GEM. Place shift lever in "D" position. Raise and support vehicle. With
vehicle in Drive, front and rear drive shafts should both spin. If transfer case locks front drive
shaft to rear drive shaft, go to next step. If front drive shaft does not engage, go to step If 4WD
engagement is prolonged, harsh or noisy, go to step When 4X4 is disengaged, front drive shaft
may spin due to viscous drag in transfer case, especially if cold. Drive a short distance in
Reverse to disengage hubs. If front and rear drive shaft are both spinning, front drive shaft is
not working properly, go to step Check Electric Clutch Relay Turn ignition off. Disconnect
electric clutch relay. Relay is located in relay box behind center of dash. Test relay. If relay is
okay, go to next step. If relay is not okay, replace relay. If display is ON, go to step If display is
ON-B-, go to next step. If voltage is present, repair short to voltage in Yellow wire. If display is
OFF--, go to step Check Battery Saver Relay Turn ignition off. Disconnect battery saver relay. If
display is OFF, go to step Measure Circuit Voltage Turn ignition off. If voltage at both terminals
is more than 10 volts, go to step If voltage at either terminal is not more than 10 volts, go to next
step. Replace fuse. If voltage is not more than 10 volts, go to next step. Check Fuse No. If fuse
is okay, repair or replace fuse junction panel. If fuse is not okay, go to next step. Clear DTCS
and retest system. Using ohmmeter, measure resistance of Yellow wire between terminal No. If
resistance is not less than 5 ohms, repair open in Yellow wire. If resistance is less than 5 ohms,
replace GEM. Disconnect transfer case 8-pin connector. If voltage is more than 10 volts, go to
next step. If voltage is not more than 10 volts, go to step If voltage is not present, replace
electric clutch relay. If voltage is present, go to next step. If voltage is present, repair short to
voltage in Brown wire. If voltage is not more than 10 volts, check power distribution box
mini-fuse No. Replace if necessary. If resistance is less than 5 ohms, replace clutch relay. If
resistance is not more than 5 ohms, repair open in Brown wire. Disconnect shift control module
connector. Disconnect shift control module connector and GEM pin connector. Resistance for
both circuits should be ohms. If resistance for either circuit is between ohms, replace GEM. If
resistance is not ohms, replace shift control module. If voltage for either circuit is more than 10
volts, go to step If voltage for either circuit is not more than 10 volts, go to next step.
Disconnect electronic shift control module connector. If voltage is more than 10 volts, go to
step If voltage is not more than 10 volts, check power distribution box fuse No. If voltage for
either circuit is more than 10 volts, go to next step. If voltage is not more than 10 volts for either
circuit, go to step If voltage is not present, replace electronic shift control module. Using
ohmmeter, measure resistance between ground and terminals No. If resistances are less than 5
ohms, reconnect transfer case 8-pin connector and go to step If resistances are not less than 5
ohms, go to step If resistance is not less than 5 ohms, repair open in Orange wire. Using
ohmmeter, measure resistance between ground and terminal No. If resistance is less than 5
ohms, replace electronic shift control module. If resistance is not less than 5 ohms, repair Black
wire. Check Contact Plate Switches Turn ignition on, engine off. Depress brake pedal. Place
transmission in Neutral. Compare PIDs recorded with the following table. If PIDs match with
table, inspect and repair transfer case for possible internal malfunction. If PIDs do not match
table, go to next step. Turn ignition on. Scan tool should display OPEN. Connect jumper wire

across terminals No. Disconnect GEM pin harness connector. If malfunction is still present, go
to step Connect jumper wire between terminals No. Disconnect transfer case electronic shift
motor. Check for voltage on White wire between ground and terminal No. If voltage is present,
repair short to voltage in White wire. Measure resistance of White wire between ground and
terminal No. If malfunction is still present, reconnect transfer case 8-pin harness connector, and
go to next step. If resistance is not less than 5 ohms, repair open in White wire. Disconnect
transfer case electric shift motor. If malfunction is still present, reconnect transfer case 8-pin
harness connector and go to step If resistance is less than 5 ohms, replace shift motor. This is
my daughters first vehicle and on the way home from school it was raining and she put the
truck in 4 wheel drive. Seemed to engage ok, the light on the dash came on indicating 4 wheel
high was engaged. However, as she started to turn in a cul de sac the truck seemed to like stall
and jerk a little like it was binding up. When switched back to normal 2 whell drive it stopped.
Any ideas what the problem could be? That is normal. If the roads are wet but the vehicle still
has good traction, it will fight you when you turn. I recommend only using the 4wd when
conditions are really bad like snow, mud, wet grass. Something that is slippery. If you have
other questions, let me know. Also note that using the 4wd when the vehicle can get good
traction can cause damage to the system. What is the part that in a Ford Ranger that initiates
4WD. I can't get my drive to turn on. But once in a while when it's really warm it will turn on.
Truck this past winter would not initiate 4WD. When I move the switch over from 2wheel to
4wheel nothing happens no light, no changing I can usually feel it switching too. However this
summer for fun I switched it over and it did turn on and the light turned on too. I took it to a
mechanic and asked his opinion he wanted to charge me just to look but he thought it was
electrical. There are two modules in the truck as well as relays in the relay box. Also a shift
motor on the tcase. Any ofthese could be bad or inoperative. You will need to go step by step to
try to find the cause. Have a pro run a scan on the system to see if there are anycodes. What
should I do next? Check to see if power is going to actuator on tcase then have it scanned for
codes. When the weather is cold 4 wheel drive will not engage. You can hear the transfer case
engaging. I have had the whole block replaced hoses replaced just about every part replaced.
Every place I take it they tell me nothing is wrong. Have you had the fluid changed lately? Is it
the correct fluid for the truck? Any other ideas. I'm open to anything Was this answer. Vacuum
test the hubs and make sure they are not leaking. If they are not leaking. Make sure vacuum is
applied when shifting if not you will have to test the solenoid electrical function Was this
answer. Everything test is good. Once the weather is below freezing transfer case engages hubs
do not. I know that. That's why I want you to check vaccum at hubs and if hubs hold vacuum. Im
a ford senior master tech. Do it when its acting up Was this answer. Its like 45 degrees here
today. I will check the vacuum once it gets colder. I Thank You for all of your help. So what do I
do if it doesn't have vacuum? And what do I do if it does have vacuum? Why no reply? Waiting
on your results. If it doesn't hold you have a leak in hubs or the bearing if it hold then either
your 4x4 Sol is shot or you have a leak in a line before the hubs or the solenoid is not being
commanded on Was this answer. Could a bad wheel bearing cause this problem? If so then why
only when its cold? Please login or register to post a reply. Related Transfer Case Engage
Content. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! My vehicle is a ford ranger stepside,
two door. It has been a reliable truck since I bought it back in Haven't had any real big issues.
Just tires needed replaced, oil change, spark plug change, general maintenance. I do have one
issue that has been present since I bought the truck. It has a shock issue, either the shocks
need to be replaced because they are broken or the shocks are poorly made. You can feel every
bump on the road in this truck. I've owned 3 rangers the latest ones a ford ranger xlt 4x4 super
cab with offroad group package but I can't find hardly anything on it for that year. I bought my
ranger with , miles and it had a blown head gasket. It is a 4 wheel drive so it is great for the
winters where I live. So far I have not had any problems with it. It started out just great and ran
great, hauled trailer from Colorado to Iowa and after the last 3 years there has been nothing
problems. I have never seen in my lifetime of 70 years any vehicle rust as bad as my ranger has.
I have never used the 4wd and there were issues with it when I tried one year and wouldn't go
into gear. I have other mechanical issues but they were nothing big. What I dont understand the
part is my body has Zero Rust, Only the under carriage. My son's have said that the Ford
dealership never sprayed on any protective coating to protect against rust. I will Never Buy from
Ford ever again after this. Also I wanna say is, I see newer trucks and cars all makes seem to be
rusting out after 5 years. The 's omg what are they putting in the paint. I have had my vehicle 18
years and it is undoubtedly the best truck I have ever owned. In all the years I have owned it I
have only had to replace a PCV valve, a connection to my radiator, lower ball joints, brakes and
tires. The AC is the coldest air conditioner out of any vehicle I have ever owned. My truck has
been hit from behind three different times and it's still going strong with over , miles. I

absolutely love my car. It's good for handling projects like moving heavy objects. It has a long
bed which comes in handy for moving. It has a nice interior design and is very comfortable for
long drives. The gas mileage is pretty decent for the size of the car. I have never had a problem
with the oil when getting it changed, and the engine is pretty quiet still. Love this car and would
recommend it to anyone. I've had this vehicle for 10 yrs now, I love this truck since it is good for
my size. I am short about 4'11 and half so this is perfect for me. This vehicle is smaller than the
average truck, It is showing some mechanical issues now. At first check engine is on then the
actuator stop working it does not respond to the remote. Recently the heater stopped working
it's just blowing regular air, right now it's getting fix and hopefully be ready. So far it has new
radiator, by the way this vehicle is sturdy. Last year I hit a deer on the driver's side and broke
my headlights and bent the front part other than that the vehicle is fine. Weather I want to go
camping or just drive a few hours to hike a trail, it has done a good job on staying consistent
with engine durability. I have about , miles on it and I have my oil changed regularly, every
3K-5K miles. I have taken my Ford Ranger on long distance camping trips and it has not failed
to get me where I need to go. Even though the mileage is not great, at MPH highway, I still can
say that it is fun to drive and has enough power to get through uneven terrain. The speakers are
also louder than you expect. The seats are comfortable as you sit higher up, while power
windows and locks are a nice plus. There is enough space to sit two individuals in the cab area
and can remain comfortable with a sliding cab window. The Ford Ranger Edge Edition is a great
car to have for simple living, or not. It has the ability to go across uneven terrain such as sand
and dirt, with easy switch to 4X4 capabilities. Very few problems, my power lock switch on my
driver side door is finicky. Performs lovely for a 20 year old vehicle, the truck rides fairly
smooth. And the towing package is really nice to have. The rear passenger side door is having
troubles opening seems like a simple enough fix plan on doing it myself if ever I have time.
Runs great. New tires. It's older and has issues that i think should have been recalled. Some of
the little things like the door handle and ceiling material is messed up but the outside body is
clean and nice. That ranger I bought new for my daughter got her through hs and college then
we got her a sports car for doing so well. I bought the same spec ranger today with only , miles.
Runs great and smooth as does the transmission move through the 4 gears and D. My ranger is
tough! It just keeps running. I have it since and it still runs good. I kept it maintained and try to
have a clean engine. I use it back and forth to work everyday and weekends to run errands. It
already has , plus miles! Keep it maintained and change your fluids and it will run forever. I've
had no issues at all with the ranger. She's a good truck. She needs repainted because she's
older but, no rust or anything. She's comfy, I can fit 4 people other than myself in the cab, and
she drives nice. She might be a smaller truck but, she can do almost anything the big ones can
do! Ford truck is a dependable car. Good gas mileage. Handles well. This car is fairly easy to
maintain. Not good for carrying more than 2 people. Will haul light loads well. Have not tried to
pull a trailer. Like having a bed in the back, like the visibility. This little truck has everything I
was looking for. From the Gas Mileage to the towing capacity it's an all around great choice.
Reliable as all hell and relatively inexpensive to fix when this do go awry. Anyone choosing this
vehicle will not be disappointed! There is nothing like having a truck. The vehicle is very
awesome I really love it but I will say that the computer problems are a real pain and ford
rangers are known for that but other than that it is an awesome truck. Past the computers it is
very reliable. It is a little small but it is comfortable and can fit in all parking spaces. Very rusty,
brake lines rusted apart, bed rusted, frame is rusted, alternator has went out 3 times, fuel tank is
rusted, bumper is rusted and falling off, had to have it welded back on. Also had to have the
clutch replaced several times. It is a good vehicle for the years, but it has completely rusted out.
Every piece of metal on it has rusted, and holes from rust. The comfort of the vehicle is not
good if there is 3 people in it. Reliability is ok for now, cannot go as far as wished but it takes
you where ever you need to be. The problem is not enough space for sitting. It is a great vehicle
nonetheless and you can add a toolbox on the back. My truck is a hand-me-down, I didn't buy it,
inherited it from family. It's starting to get some problems related to age, replacing expensive
parts. It's a small, lightweight truck with the usual, standard features. Comfort-wise, because it's
getting up there in age, it's not as comfortable as you would like. Takes bumps hard. After all its
been through with. Different family members though its really held up well. I would not hesitate
to buy a ford product. It's been very reliable transportation. I just wouldn't be interested in a
truck though. A car, please. I bought my ford ranger XLT used from a friend. It has always been
reliable and comfortable. It does not have much in the way of additional options; for example, it
has no power windows or locks. It does, however, have air conditioning and cruise control.
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I would like to have an extended cab as there is little storage room. Change Year. Owner
Reviews See below. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Comfort Reviews. Fuel
Economy Reviews. Value Reviews. Interior Reviews. Problems Reviews. Reliability Reviews.
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